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Abstract
Named data networking (NDN) has been viewed as a promising future Internet 
architecture due to its data-centric design. It requires a new security model that 
is orienting data but not devices. In this paper, an advanced hierarchical identity-
based security mechanism by blockchain (AHISM-B) is to be proposed for the NDN 
networks. On one hand, the hierarchical identity-based cryptology is used to bind 
the data name to a public key. The valid public parameters would be requested by 
consumers with the Interest packets so that consumers would compose producers’ 
public keys to authenticate producers and verify the integrity of the Data packets. 
On the other hand, a blockchain is employed to manage public parameters to avoid 
catastrophes due to a single node failure. Both of the security proof result and the 
formal validation result indicate that the proposed AHISM-B is secure. Moreover, 
the simulation results show that the performance of our AHISM-B outperforms that 
of the classic NDN scheme. Especially, the average response delay of the AHISM-
B scheme is less by 8% than that of the classic NDN scheme. With the increase of 
the average arrival rate of Interest packets, the advantage of the AHISM-B could be 
enhanced further to 11%.
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1 Introduction

Named data networking (NDN) [1] has been viewed as a promising future Inter-
net architecture because its data-centric design has been proved with more advan-
tages compared to the device-centric design of the traditional IP network. The 
data in the NDNs will be accessed by their names rather than the IP addresses 
of the hosts, which hold the data. The users of data are consumers, who request 
data according to data names using Interest packets. The requested data would 
be encapsulated in Data packets by data sources, which are producers. All the 
routers are allowed to cache Data packets so that they are able to reply consum-
ers’ requests directly. As a result, the load of producers can be alleviated and the 
efficiency of the data distribution can be enhanced largely.

The data-centric character results in new security requirements for secure 
NDN communication [2–4]. Due to the device-centric design, the traditional IP 
network optionally requires a secure session to address the security issue. In a 
secure session, an authentication will be performed by a receiver to authenticate 
a sender [5]. Different from traditional IP networks, NDN pays more attention 
to secure data. Consumers will not care who has replied to their data requests. 
However, they mainly concentrate on the security of the received Data packets. 
Particularly, they require that the Data packets must be published by an authen-
ticated producer without being modified by others. Therefore, the NDN is fac-
ing the demands of the data-oriented authentication, which holds two respects, 
including the data source authentication and the data integrity. The data source 
authentication ensures that the received Data packets are published by the authen-
ticated producers no matter which routers they are replied by. The data integrity 
ensures that the received Data packets can’t be changed by attackers.

In order to support the data-oriented authentication service, the NDN requires 
that a signature must be encapsulated in a Data packet to establish a trust model 
[6]. The producer would sign over the Data packet to obtain a signature. Both the 
location of the producer’s public key and the signature value would be included 
in the Signature filed of the Data packet. As a result, consumers could retrieve 
producers’ public keys to verify the Data packet for the data-oriented authentica-
tion. However, the trust model works based on two assumptions: (1) there is a 
mapping from the data name to the producer’s public key. (2) the producer’s pub-
lic key could be retrieved easily for each consumer. But in a real network environ-
ment, the two assumptions are not satisfied easily. Firstly, in a Data packet, the 
data name is recorded in the Name field and the producer’s public key is indicated 
in the key locator field of the Signature portion. There is no scheme to guarantee 
that the public key fetched according to the key locator is the public key of the 
producer who has published the Data packet named by the data name. The mis-
match between the data name and the producer’s public key may be utilized by 
an attacker to camouflage an authenticated producer to publish false Data packet. 
The attacker could use its private key to sign the false Data packet that has the 
right data name to construct a false signature and then reply a consumer with the 
false Data packet that encapsulates the right data name, the false data, the false 
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signature and the false key locator indicating the location of the attacker’s public 
key. Therefore, the consumer would verify the Data packet using the attacker’s 
public key and be deceived that the false Data packet would have been published 
by an authenticated producer. Secondly, in order to verify the Data packet, the 
retrieval of producers’ public keys must be convenient for consumers. The tradi-
tional Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) seems to be a candidate solution to man-
age the public key certification. But in the context of PKI, a compromise of the 
Certificate Authority (CA) would break the trust in all certificates issued by the 
CA and its descendants [7]. Therefore, a decentralized solution for the public key 
distribution should be explored to efficiently relieve the risk.

Moreover, the data-oriented authentication is the basic security service, which is 
essentially required by other security solutions For example, works in [8, 9] have 
designed a reputation-based blockchain mechanism to tackle poisoning attacks 
in NDN networks. In order to update the reputation-value of the cache store, it is 
assumed that the consumers could verify the received Data packets, i.e., data-
oriented authentication. Similarly, Ref. [10] has also employed the data-oriented 
authentication at all the consumers. A warning Interest packet would be sent to 
detour attackers when an unauthenticated Data packet is found. Therefore, it is pop-
ular to employ the data-oriented authentication to prevent other security attacks in 
the NDN networks.

In this paper, we propose an advanced hierarchical identity-based security mecha-
nism by blockchain (AHISM-B) for NDN networks with the aim to satisfy the above 
two assumptions to realize the data-oriented authentication. Firstly, the hierarchical 
identity-based cryptography (HIBC) is used to guarantee the mapping from the data 
name to the producer’s public key. Secondly, the blockchain is employed to manage 
public parameters, which are important components of producers’ public keys, to 
avoid the catastrophes due to the single node failure. Moreover, all the producers 
located at the same domain would share the same public parameters. Therefore, the 
number of the public parameters would be much smaller than the number of the 
producers’ public keys so that the length of the blockchain could be shorter to make 
the overhead of the blockchain network smaller. By the AHISM-B, consumers could 
request the valid public parameters from the blockchain as they request data from 
producers and then compose producers’ public keys to authenticate producers and 
verify the integrity of the Data packets. Compared to our previous work which has 
proposed the scheme of hierarchical identity-based security mechanism by block-
chain (HISM-B) [11], the AHISM-B scheme employs only one signature in the Data 
packet so as to take less bandwidth and maintain less response delay.

Our main contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows. (1) A new 
proposal, AHISM-B, has been presented, which could provide security service for 
the data source authentication and data integrity protection. By the AHISM-B, the 
HIBC has been employed to bind the data name to the producer’s public key while 
the blockchain has been used to achieve the distributed management of producers’ 
public keys. (2) Both of the security proof and validation on the AHISM-B have 
been conducted. Their results show that the AHISM-B is SAFE. (3) The simulation 
experiments have been carried out to evaluate the performance of the AHISM-B. 
The results indicate that the average response delay at consumers could be less than 
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that by the classic NDN scheme and the HISM-B scheme. Moreover, the number 
of satisfied Interest packets is no less than that by the classic NDN scheme and the 
HISM-B scheme.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 would exhibit the 
related work and the network model. Section  4 proposes our AHISM-B scheme. 
Section 5 would present formal validation for the AHISM-B. Section 6 evaluates the 
performance of the AHISM-B. Section 7 concludes the paper with a summary.

2  Related Work

Some NDN security schemes have been designed to provide the security service 
including data integrity and data source authentication. Some proposals target 
to satisfy the assumption (1) in Sect.  1. In [12], the Identity-Based Cryptography 
(IBC) [13] has been used to generate keys for the producers to map the data name 
to the public key. The data name, the prefix of the data name, or the identity of the 
producer, would be employed directly as a public key. In [14], a security extension 
works based on the Hierarchical Identity-Based Cryptography (HIBC) [13] has been 
presented to reflect the hierarchical network structure. In [15], the field of Publish-
erPublicKeyDigest (PPKD) has been made mandatory in the Interest packet. The 
software APPC has been installed at the consumer to provide the root public keys. 
However, the above proposals have not mentioned how to manage the public keys or 
certifications.

Moreover, some protocols have been proposed to manage public keys used in 
the NDN networks. In [16], the public-key authentication protocol for NDN has 
been stated. It works at a designated host to store and provide the certificate. The 
certificate would bind the producer identifier to its public key. CertCoalesce cer-
tificates are proposed in [17] to efficiently manage virtually unlimited pools of 
short-term certificates. The validity periods of the certificates have been reduced 
to hours to eliminate the certificate revocation requirement. Ref. [18] has pre-
sented an overview of the security mechanism in the NDN. The trust policy, 
which is specified by the NDN application to limit the signing key with specific 
name, has been encapsulated in the Data packet. The signing key would share 
the same name prefix with the data that would be signed by the signing key. The 
security mechanism in [18] is called the classic NDN scheme in this paper. The 
DCAuth scheme works based on the suspension chain model to integrate certifi-
cate collection and packet forwarding [19]. It has merged the hash-based self-
certifying names with hierarchical naming. In [20], hash chains have been used 
to authenticate data source for a large size data object. In [21], a Lightweight 
Verification Mechanism based on a Pre-cached Hash value of Requested Content 
(LVM-PHRC) has been proposed. The multiparty authentication bas been argued 
in [22] over NDN. Each party has obtained identity with a certificate issued by 
the system. Signers verify a signature generated by the producer’s identity pri-
vate key and publish new signatures for the data object. Multiple signatures 
would be aggregated, which would be verified at the consumer. A collaborative, 
secure and efficient content validation protection (CSEVP) framework has been 
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presented in [23] to implement a multi-router collaborative content authentica-
tion. A certificate, which has associated a producer’s public key with the content 
name prefix, would be delivered with the content chunks by the producer. As a 
result, all the forwarding routers could verify a Data packet, which has included 
the producer signature. However, these proposals have mainly relied on a trust 
anchor to issue the certificates. Once the trust anchor e.g. CA, fails, all the con-
sumers and producers would be exposed to security threats.

In summary, the above proposals cannot satisfy the assumption (2) mentioned 
in Sect. 1. In order to avoid the paralysation due to the single point failure, the 
works in [24, 25] have used a blockchain to manage public keys in NDN net-
works. Since the blockchain is a decentralized solution, they could guarantee 
that the public keys could be retrieved easily. However, these proposals cannot 
satisfy the assumption (1) because they have not provided a mapping from the 
data name to the public key. In [26], an Access Control (AC) framework based 
on blockchain to provide Data-oriented authentication has been proposed, which 
exploits transaction and smart contracts to provide a trusted and neutral environ-
ment in information-centric networks. A special node, a data dam blockchain 
node, has been designed to locally control registration and restrict data flow. But 
this framework could result in additional traffic load due to the AC. In [27], an 
efficient certificateless group signature scheme has been presented. A gateway 
would undertake the responsibility to assist the authenticated producer in gen-
erating a compete signature for the data content. By the solutions in [24–26], 
the blockchain must store the public keys for all the users so that the length of 
the chain would be very long. It could cause inefficient queries for users’ public 
keys. All of the above reviewed solutions are summarized in Table 1.

An efficient security solution is urgently required to realize the data-oriented 
authentication in a NDN network. The data-oriented authentication is critical 
to provide important security service. Once authentication is vulnerable, other 
security services may be threatened. Since the existing proposals cannot provide 
data-oriented authentication service to satisfy the two assumptions mentioned in 
Sect. 1 and avoid additional traffic load due to the AC, further attentions should 
be paid to the authentication issues to produce an efficient solution.

Instead of one signature required in [18], the HISM-B scheme in our previous 
work [11] has used two signatures in the Data packets to satisfy the two assump-
tions. However, two signatures require a producer to sign twice and a consumer 
to verify twice so that a consumer would suffer from the higher response delay. 
In order to satisfy the two assumptions with less additional costs, in this paper, 
we plan to propose a novel security mechanism, named AHISM-B, by which 
only one signature is required in a Data packet to achieve the data-oriented 
authentication while the two assumptions can be satisfied. Proved by the simula-
tion results, the AHISM-B scheme could hold the same security properties as 
the HISM-B scheme and presents a lower response delay.
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3  Network Model

The network model under the study is shown in Fig. 1. There are four types of enti-
ties including user hosts, data sources, routers and special servers (Information Ser-
vice Entities, ISEs). In this network, the user hosts would play the roles of consum-
ers, which would send Interest packets to request named data. The data sources are 
the producers, which would generate Data packets to reply to the request from the 
consumers. All routers have the forwarding function to deliver Interest packets and 
Data packets. They also have the response functions to reply to the requests using 
their cached Data packets. The ISEs and some designated routers would take the 
role of private key generator (PKG) to generate key pairs including private keys and 
public keys for producers. With the four types of entities, the network can be mod-
elled as an integration of two kinds of networks, i.e., one blockchain network and 
one secure NDN network. On one hand, the blockchain network is a multi-domain 
network, where an ISE is deployed in each domain. It would manage the cryptogra-
phy information, e.g., the public parameter and its validity period. Each block in the 
blockchain would bind the domain name to its cryptography information to response 
to the request from the NDN network. On the other hand, the secure NDN network 
would be responsible for distribution of the named data with the data-oriented 
authentication service. The ISEs and some designated routers working as the PKGs, 
provide the security service together at their located domains. The producers would 
fetch the producer’s private key from the PKGs while the customers would retrieve 

Fig. 1  Network model
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the public parameters from the ISEs. With the help of producers’ private keys and 
public parameters, the Data packet would be signed at the producer and be verified 
at the customer to guarantee the data source authentication and the data integrity.

3.1  HIBC

The HIBC algorithm is employed to generate cryptographical elements required by 
the data-oriented authentication in the NDN networks. An ISE and some designated 
routers are organized in a hierarchy to play the role of the PKG in each domain. 
They function for the producer authentication and the private key generation for 
the authenticated producers. The private keys would be distributed to the producers 
from the closest PKG over a secure channel. The way to construct a secure channel 
between a producer and its PKG is beyond the scope of this paper.

3.2  Data Naming

Similarly to Ref. [6], the AHISM-B scheme assumes hierarchically structured nam-
ing scheme. The hierarchical name is composed of three fields, which begin with the 
string ‘//’. The first field is the prefix that indicates which class the name belongs to. 
The second field is the identifier information and the third one is the data informa-
tion. Each field is organized hierarchically with one or more components, delimited 
by the character ‘/’, similar to the Uniform Resource Locator (URL). In the model, 
the public parameters are viewed as special data so that data names are divided into 
two classes. The first one is to name the data published by producers and the second 
one is to name the public parameters published by the ISEs.

For the first class, the prefix of the name is ‘//ndn/data’, which indicates that the 
named data are published by a producer. Therefore, its identifier information indi-
cates the routing identifier of a producer. And the data information usually includes 
the file name, the file version and the segment number. One example of the name 
is shown in Fig. 2. A producer, rather than an ISE, publishes the named data if the 
name begins with ‘//ndn/data’. And the producer could be routed using ‘szu.edu.cn/
et’. Here ‘szu.edu.cn’ is the name of the domain where the producer is located. The 
published file and its version are ‘course_cs.mp4’ and ‘v1’ respectively. The seg-
ment number in the published file is ‘s1’. The second field of the data name, i.e., the 
producer’s routing identifier, could be viewed as the producer’s identity, i.e., IDp, 
which would play an important role in the HIBC algorithm. The IDp would become 
a part of the public key and is also used to calculate the secret of the private key by 
a PKG.

Fig. 2  Example of data names 
in class 1

//ndn/data//szu.edu.cn/et//course cs.mp4/v1/s1

Prefix
Producer 
routing 

identifier
Published 
file name

Version
Segment 
number
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For the second class, the prefix of the name is ‘//ndn/params’, which implies that 
the named data are the public parameters published by an ISE. Therefore, its identi-
fier information indicates the routing identifier of an ISE. And the data information 
is the domain name and its parameter’s version. One example is shown in Fig. 3. ‘//
szu.edu.cn/ise’ is the ISE routing identifier because the name begins with ‘//ndn/par-
ams’. ‘ntu.edu.sg’ is the domain name and ‘v1’ is the version of the public param-
eter. By the AHISM-B, the consumer would initiate an Interest packet with the data 
name of the second class when the public parameter cannot be found at its local 
cache to verify a Data packet. Take the data name, as shown in Fig. 3, for exam-
ple. It states that a consumer locating in the domain ‘szu.edu.cn’ requests the public 
parameter with version ‘v1’ of the domain ‘ntu.edu.sg’.

4  The Proposed AHISM‑B

The proposed AHISM-B scheme provides the data-oriented authentication service 
for the NDN networks. It consists of four phases including network initiation, Inter-
est packet publication, Data packet publication, and Data packet verification. The 
network initiation phase takes charge of the key pair generation, the key pair distri-
bution and the cryptography information management. The key pairs used by the 
data-oriented authentication would be generated by the PKGs and be distributed 
to the authenticated producers. The cryptography information would be managed 
by a blockchain. The Interest packet publication phase, the Data packet publication 
phase and the Data packet verification phase would directly serve the communica-
tion in the secure NDN as shown in Fig. 4. The consumers send the Interest pack-
ets to request while the producers, the ISEs and routers send the Data packets, as 
the responses. In the Interest packet publication, an Interest packet is published to 

Fig. 3  Example of data names 
in class 2

//ndn/param//szu.edu.cn/ise//ntu.edu.sg/v1

Prefix

ISE
routing 

identifier
Domain 

name

Version

Consumer Producer, ISE or router

Interest (Name)

Data (Name, Content, Signature)

Fig. 4  Communication procedure in AHISM-B
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request named data according to the NDN application at the consumer or to request 
the valid public parameter according to the authentication requirement. In the Data 
packet publication phase, a Data packet is signed by the producer or the ISE using 
its private key. In the Data packet verification phase, a Data packet would be veri-
fied at the consumer using the public key of the producer or the ISE. If the public 
parameter is not available locally, the phase of Interest packet publication would be 
triggered to request the public parameter to the ISE.

4.1  Network Initiation

By the AHISM-B, two kinds of key pairs are required: (a) ISEs’ key pairs, includ-
ing ISEs’ public keys and ISEs’ private keys, and (b) producers’ key pairs, including 
producers’ public keys and producers’ private keys. The PKGs are responsible for 
the generation of the key pairs. And then the blockchain is built to manage the pub-
lic parameters which are parts of producers’ public keys.

4.1.1  Generation of ISEs’ Key Pairs

An ISE would take the duty of generation of the ISE’s key pair, including the ISE’s 
public key, PKI, and the ISE’s private key, SKI. The algorithm for the key pair gen-
eration can be any algorithm that can provide high security strength. On one hand, 
the SKI is kept secret strictly by the ISE and would be used to sign the cryptogra-
phy information as described in Subsect. 4.3. On the other hand, the PKI would be 
delivered to all the network entities at the same domain with the ISE over a secure 
channel.

4.1.2  Generation of Producers’ Key Pairs

In a domain, the PKGs are organized in a hierarchy to generate the producers’ key 
pairs, including the producer’s public key, PKp and the producer’s private key, SKp. 
The HIBC algorithm [13], as a generalisation of identity-based crypto to reflects an 
organisational hierarchy, is used, where meaningful identities are designed as public 
keys. The producer’s public key is composed by the public parameter, PARAM, and 
the identifier of the producer, IDp, while the producer’s private key is compose by 
the PARAM and a secret of the producer, SIDp.. The IDp refers to the routing iden-
tity of the producer, which is included in the second field of the data name. An ISE 
would act as the root PKG in a domain to generate a PARAM for the domain. The 
ISE or the designate router would generate the SIDp and distribute it to the producer. 
The way to generate producers’ key pairs is shown as follows.

An ISE runs the root setup procedure of the HIBC algorithm to generate the 
PARAM and main session key, MSKroot, with the input value k as shown in (1). 
According to the security strength, the ISE specifies the validity period of the 
PARAM and the MSKroot as (t1, t2). It means that the PARAM and the MSKroot are 
considered as valid only in the time interval (t1, t2). The PARAM and k would be 
delivered to lower layer PKGs over a secure channel. The secure channel could be 
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an online channel or an offline channel. Since the lower layer PKGs and the ISE are 
located in the same domain, the secure channels usually have been configured by the 
domain administrator.

The designate router, as the lower layer PKG, would generate its main session 
key, MSKlower, in the lower layer setup procedure following (2). All the PKGs in the 
same domain would share the same initial input value k and PARAM.

After the setup procedure, the PKG could perform producer authentication and 
key generation for the authenticated producers locating at its layers. It calculates a 
secret of a private key for a producer, SIDp, according to (3) after the successful pro-
ducer authentication. The MSK refers to MSKroot if the PKG is an ISE. Otherwise, it 
refers to MSKlower. For an authenticated producer, its private key is composed by the 
PARAM and the SIDp, and its public key is composed by the PARAM and the IDp. 
The producer’s key pair would be used to guarantee the data-oriented authentication.

4.1.3  Management of Cryptography Information using Blockchain

A blockchain network would be maintained among the ISEs. The Hyperledger Fab-
ric could be considered as a candidate infrastructure for the blockchain network. 
Each ISE would request to join in the blockchain network. The request would be 
checked by the nodes that have joined in the blockchain network. If it has been 
approved, the ISE would synchronize the block information and install a chaincode 
to become a new node in the blockchain. After joining in the blockchain network, 
the ISE would announce its domain information, including the PARAM and its valid-
ity period. If the announcement has been approved by the consensus algorithm, a 
new block, which encapsulates the domain name, the PARAM and its validity period, 
would be added into the blockchain. Since the blocks in the blockchain would been 
synchronized among all the ISEs that have been joined in the blockchain network, 
the ISE could obtain the PARAM and its validity period of any domain from its local 
blockchain. There have been some solutions proposed to implement blockchain in 
NDN networks [28, 29] so that we need not to design communication details among 
ISEs.

4.2  Interest Packet Publication

As specified by Ref. [6], the field Name is compulsory in the Interest packet by our 
AHISM-B scheme. There are two conditions to initiate a new Interest packet at a 
consumer: (a) the NDN application at the upper layer requires data, and (b) there is 
no valid PARAM to verify the received Data packet locally.

(1)RootSetup(k) − >

(
PARAM, MSKroot

)

(2)LowerHierarchySetup(k) − > MSKlower

(3)KeyGen
(
MSK, IDp

)
− > SIDp
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In condition (a), the field Name would encapsulate a data name of the first class 
shown in Subsect. 3.2, whose prefix is ‘//ndn/data’. As a result, the Interest packet 
would be used to request the data produced by a producer. Since the consumer and 
the producer may be located at different domains, the Interest packet could be deliv-
ered among domains.

By contrast, in the condition (b), the field Name would encapsulate a data name 
of the second class shown in Subsect. 3.2, whose prefix is ‘//ndn/params’. The Inter-
est packet would be used to request the PARAM and its validity period known by 
the local ISE. The other fields of a data name are filled as follows. The second field 
would contain the routing identifier of the ISE who is in the same domain as the 
consumer is located. Therefore, the Interest packet could only be delivered in the 
current domain. The third field would include the name of the domain where the 
producer is located who publishes the verified Data packet. It indicates which valid 
PARAM a consumer is requesting.

4.3  Data Packet Publication

By the AHISM-B scheme, both producers and ISEs would publish Data packets as 
responses when they have received Interest packets. The fields of Name, Content 
and Signature are compulsory in the Data packet. The other fields could be added 
into the Data packet if necessary. Producers would respond to an Interest packet 
requesting the data named with the prefix of ‘//ndn/data’. And ISEs would respond 
to an Interest packet requesting the data named with the prefix of ‘//ndn/params’. 
As a result, the Data packets with the name prefix of ‘//ndn/data’ could be delivered 
among different domains while Data packets with the name prefix of ‘//ndn/params’ 
could only be delivered within one domain. There are two kinds of signatures in the 
Signature field, including the signature which is calculate by the ISE, σI, and the sig-
nature which is calculated by the producer, σp.

4.3.1  Publication by Producers

A producer would publish a Data packet when its local data is requested by a 
received Interest packet with the name prefix ‘//ndn/data’. Similar to Ref [6], the 
data name in the received Interest packet and the requested local data would be 
encapsulated into the Name field and the Content field respectively. And a signature, 
σp, is calculated according to (4) and is encapsulated into the Signature field. The 
details of the signature calculation are explained as follows. The message digest is 
calculated on the Name field and the Content field using a hash function. And then 
the message digest is encrypted by the producer’s private key, i.e., SIDp and PARAM. 
The producer’s private key has been delivered to the producer at the network initia-
tion. The process of Data packet publication at a producer is shown in Fig. 5(a).

(4)Sign
((
SIDp, PARAM

)
, (Name, Content)

)
− > 𝜎p
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The signature σp would be used to guarantee the data-oriented authentication. 
The valid producer’s public key is required to verify the Data packet according to 
the signature σp.

4.3.2  Publication by ISEs

An ISE would publish a Data packet when the PARAM and its validity period are 
requested by a received Interest packet with the name prefix “//ndn/params”. Similar 
to Ref. [6], the Name filed would encapsulate the data name in the received Inter-
est packet. And then, an ISE would inquire the local blockchain to find the domain 
information according to the third field of the data name. And the found PARAM and 
its validity period (t1, t2) would be encapsulated in the Content field. At last, a sig-
nature, σI, would be calculated according to (5) by the ISE and encapsulated into the 
Signature field. The details of the signature calculation are explained as follows. The 
message digest is calculated on the Name field and the Content field using a hash 
function. Then the message digest is encrypted by the ISE’s private key, i.e., SKI. 

Fig. 5  Process to publish a data packet by a producer (a) and by an ISE (b)
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The SKI has been generated at the network initiation and has secretly been saved by 
the ISE. The process of Data packet publication at an ISE is shown in Fig. 5b.

The signature would bind the producer’s identifier to the producer’s public key. It 
is obvious that the signature could bind the data name to the valid PARAM because 
the signed fields encapsulates the data name and the valid PARAM. The domain 
name is included in the third field of the data name so that the domain name is 
bound to the valid PARAM. The IDp, as the producer’s identifier, contains the name 
of the domain where the producer is located so that the IDp would be bound to the 
valid PARAM. Moreover, the producer’s public key is composed by the PARAM and 
the IDp so that the producer identifier would be bound to the producer’s public key.

As a result, the Data packet could indirectly provide the producer’s public key that 
has bound to the producer’s identifier. Therefore, the producer’s public key could aid 
the data-oriented authentication of the Data packet published by producers.

4.4  Data Packet Verification

When a Data packet arrives, a consumer will verify it as shown in Fig. 6. The con-
tent in the Content field would be considered useful only when the Data packet has 
passed the verification.

Firstly, the Name field would be examined. If the prefix of the data name in the 
Name field is ‘//ndn/params’, the Data packet is published by an ISE to notify a valid 
PARAM. Otherwise, if the prefix is ‘//ndn/data’, the Data packet is published by a 
producer to provide the data for an NDN application. Otherwise, the Data packet 
would be discarded because its data name is illegal.

Secondly, a consumer would retrieve the corresponding public key to verify the 
signature encapsulated in the Signature field. The verification process would be clas-
sified into two cases: (a) verification for the Data packet published by a producer, 
and (b) verification for the Data packet published by an ISE.

In Case (a), the Name field indicates the Data packet published by a producer. A 
consumer inquires its local cache of the valid PARAM issued by the ISE locating in 
the domain whose name is shown in the second field of the data name of the Name 
field.

If a consumer could not find the valid PARAM locally, the consumer would con-
struct a new Interest packet whose name prefix is ‘//ndn/params’ to request the valid 
PARAM. The details of the new Interest packet have been stated in Subsection 4.2.

Otherwise, if the valid PARAM is found locally, the verification would start imme-
diately according to (6) as follows. The producer’s public key would be composed 
by the IDp and the found PARAM. The IDp has been included in the second field of 
the data name in the Name field. Two message digests, hp1 and hp2, are calculated 
by two methods. The signature σp encapsulated in the Signature field is decrypted 
by the producer’s public key, i.e., IDp and PARAM, as hp1 while the Name field and 
the Content filed in the receive Data packet are hashed as hp2. If hp1 is equal to hp2, 
the Data packet has successfully passed the verification so that the data encapsulated 

(5)Sign
(
SKI , (Name, Content)

)
− > 𝜎I
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in the Content field would be submitted to the NDN application at the upper layer. 
Otherwise, the verification fails. The Data packet has been modified or published by 
an illegal producer. Therefore, it would be discarded directly and resend the Interest 
packet with the same data name as the discarded Data packet.

In Case (b), the Name field indicates the Data packet published by an ISE. A con-
sumer would inquire its local cache to find the ISE’s public key, PKI, which has been 
distributed to all the network entities in the same domain shown in Subsection 4.1. 
Then, the found PKI is used to verify the Data packet according to (7). Two message 
digests, hI1 and hI2, are calculated by two methods. The signature, σI, encapsulated in 
Signature field is decrypted by PKI as hI1 while the Name field and the Content field 
are hashed as hI2. If hI1 is equal to hI2, the Data packet is considered to have passed 
the verification successfully. As a result, the PARAM and its validity period encap-
sulated in the Content field are viewed to be issued by a legal ISE which is located 
in the domain whose name is indicated in the third field of the data name. If the 
validity period shows that the PARAM is valid, the PARAM would be used to verify 
the Data packet published by a producer immediately and the PARAM and its valid-
ity period would also be cached locally for further use. Otherwise, if hI1 is not equal 
to hI2, the verification of the Data packet fails. The Data packet would be published 

(6)Verify(
(
IDp, PARAM

)
, 𝜎p, (Name, Content)) − >

(
hp1, hp2

)

Fig. 6  Process to verify a Data packet by a consumer
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by an illegal ISE or has been modified during its delivery. Therefore, a consumer 
should discard the Data packet directly and resend the Interest packet with the same 
data name as the discarded Data packet to request the legal valid PARAM.

By the two verification cases, it is believed that all the data submitted to the NDN 
application at the upper layer would be published by authenticated producers and 
never be misrepresented during their delivery. In other words, the data are source-
authenticated and integral. On one hand, the Case (b) guarantees that a consumer 
could retrieve the legal valid PARAMs. Therefore, in Case (a) a consumer could 
compose a valid producer’s public key, i.e., the PARAM and the IDp. If it is verified 
successfully, the Data packet must be published by a producer whose identifier is the 
IDp. It indicates that the producer must own its private key which is derived from 
IDp. When the producer obtains its private key from a PKG, the PKG has authenti-
cated the producer. Consequently, the Data packet must be published by an authenti-
cated producer. On the other hand, since the Data packet has passed the verification, 
its integrity can be achieved. In summary, the verification in the two cases would 
guarantee the data-oriented authentication.

5  Formal Verification

In order to demonstrate the security properties held by the proposed scheme, a for-
mal verification on the AHISM-B scheme has been performed by using the formal 
validation tool of Automated Validation of Internet Security-sensitive Protocols 
and Applications (AVISPA) [30]. The AVISPA provides a modular and expres-
sive formal language, called High Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL), 
to model security protocols and specify their security properties. Although it was 
designed for Internet, AVISPA could easily be extended to be used for the NDN 
networks.

5.1  Modelling Using HLPSL

We use the HLPSL to describe the secure communication following the AHISM-B 
scheme to verify the authentication and the integrity.

In the AHISM-B, there are two kinds of participants in the secure communication 
including the requester and the replier. The requester refers to the consumer obvi-
ously. The replier may be a producer, an ISE or a router. However, the producer and 
the ISE could publish the Data packet while the router functions as the Data packet 
cache. Different from the IP authentication, the NDN authentication is to authenti-
cate the publisher but not the replier. As a result, the router is ignored in our model. 
Therefore, the modelling would be classified in two cases:

(a) Modelling the communication between the consumer and the producer.

(7)Verify(PKI , 𝜎I , (Name, Content)) − >

(
hI1, hI2

)
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(b) Modelling the communication between the consumer and the ISE.

Since Case (a) is very similar to Case (b), our model just presents Case (a). Case (b) 
could be formally verified similarly.

5.1.1  Basic Roles

Two basic roles of a consumer and a producer have been created. The consumer would 
request named data using Interest packets while the producer would reply with Data 
packets. The basic roles receive parameters from the composed roles, declare their local 
variables and perform the transitions to model the interactions of the Interest and Data 
packets.

Two parameters are created besides the parameters to name the basic roles and to 
provide transmission channels for the basic roles. The first one, named H, models the 
hash functions used in the signature. Another one, named PK, models the producer’s 
public key, e.g., IDp and PARAM. Since the suitable PARAM has been distributed to 
the consumer via the communication between the consumer and its ISE, the producer’s 
public key has bound to the producer identifier at a consumer. As a result, in the com-
munication between a consumer and a producer, it is reasonable to assume that a con-
sumer owns the correct public key of the producer whose identifier is in the second 
field of the data name of the Name field.

Local variables in the basic roles model most of the fields in the Interest packet and 
Data packet, including Name and Content. They are viewed as local fresh values at 
runtime generated by the new () operation in HLSPL. The variables of Name and Con-
tent model the requested data name and the published data, respectively.

The transitions are used to model the transmission and the reception of packets. The 
basic role of the consumer would has two transitions to send the Interest packets and to 
receive the Data packets. Moreover, the basic role of the producer would also has two 
transitions to receive the Interest packet and to send the Data packets.

5.1.2  Composed Roles and Goals

The composed roles instantiate one or more other roles, “gluing” them together so that 
they execute together, either in parallel or in sequence. In the modelling, two composed 
roles are defined, i.e., session and environment. The session role instantiates the model 
of two basic roles. The environment role is a top-level role, which declares global vari-
ables, a statement and a composition of two instantiated sessions. The first session pro-
vides the expected interaction. The second one includes an intruder playing the role of 
the producer.

In the validation the goals are modelled as the packet integrity and the data source 
authentication.
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5.2  Validation Results

The backend of CL-AtSe has been adopted for validation of the AHISM-B. The 
result is “SAFE”, as shown in Fig.  7. The verification result on the protocol at 
the sender side in a principal position is shown in Fig. 8 and a snapshot of the 
intruder verification is shown in Fig.  9. As the result shows “SAFE”, the goal 
specified in our model has been achieved, i.e., packet integrity and data source 
authentication.

In the model, the only assumption is that a consumer owns the correct produc-
er’s public key. This assumption is satisfied by the communication between a con-
sumer and its ISE, which is modelled by Case (2). The formal verification in Case 
(2) is very similar to that in Case (1). Differently, one basic role would be ISE in 
Case (2) instead of producer and the PK in Case (2) refers to the ISE’s public key. 
Since every network entity has retrieved the ISE’s public key when network initi-
ates, a consumer will own the ISE’s public key to verify the signature for sure. In 
summary, the Case (2) would be “SAFE” without any assumption.

Fig. 7  Validation result using 
backend of CL-AtSe

Fig. 8  Protocol verification for NDN secure communication
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6  Performance Evaluation

In order to evaluate the performance, the AHISM-B scheme has been implemented 
to compare with the classic NDN scheme and our previous proposal. The blockchain 
network would be maintained among the ISEs. In a domain, there is only one ISE 
but many consumers and producers. Therefore, the scale of the blockchain network 
would be much smaller than that of the secure NDN. Moreover, the transaction in 
the blockchain is only triggered when the PARAM is generated or is updated. The 
event of the PAPAM generation or update occurs every a few months or one year so 
that the amount of transactions would be much smaller. In the case of the small scale 
and the small transaction amount, the performance of the blockchain network would 
have less impact to the performance of the secure NDN. We have implemented the 
block chain network based on Hyperledger Fabric, by which a transaction to update 
the PARAM would just take about one second. It shows that the operations of the 
implemented blockchain could incur less delay compared to those of the NDN. 
Based on the fact, in the performance evaluation, we just focus on the performance 
evaluation on the secure NDN in this section.

6.1  Experiment Design

The ndnSim simulator introduced in [31] has been extended to implement to simu-
late the AHISM-B scheme, the HISM-B scheme and the classic NDN scheme. By 
the AHISM-B scheme and the HISM-B, both producers and ISEs could publish 
Data packets. The Data packet published by an ISE is responsible for distributing 
the PARAM and its validity period. Once being accepted, the PARAM and its valid-
ity period would be cached at consumers for subsequent verification. Therefore, the 
Data packet overhead published by ISEs would be very small. Hence, our experi-
ment only focuses on the Data packet published by producers.

Fig. 9  Intruder verification for NDN secure communication
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6.1.1  Network Topology

In order to study the performance of the AHISM-B scheme, the Abilene network 
topology [32] has been used in the simulation experiment as shown in Fig. 10. The 
parameters of the network topology are summarized in Table 2. There are N routers 
in the Abilene network and e bi-direction links among routers. Nc routers that have 
the minimal number of the links are chosen to connect to Nc consumers, respec-
tively. Moreover, Np routers that have the second minimal number of the links are 
chosen to connect to Np producers, respectively.

6.1.2  Network Configuration

In the simulation experiment, the network parameters are summarized in Table 3. 
The simulation time is t minute. The propagation delay of one hop link is d ms and 
the link bandwidth is b Mbps.

Two producers would publish Data packets and sign them independently. The 
number of the Data packets that each producer would publish is o. The population 
of these Data packets follows the Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution with parameters of q 
and s. The cache size of routers is directly measured by the number of Data pack-
ets. The maximum number of cached Data packets in each router is equal to c. The 

Fig. 10  Network topology in the simulation

Table 2  Topology parameters in 
the simulation

Parameter N e Nc Np

Value 12 15 4 2
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arrival rate of the Interest packet at each consumer follows Poisson distribution with 
mean value of r packet per second (packet/s). In our simulation, the value of r will 
change to show the performance with different traffic intensities. The data name and 
the data encapsulated in a Data packet are simply considered to own the fixed length 
so that the Interest packet and the Data packet have the fixed length. In our simula-
tion, the size of the Interest packet is li bytes and the size of the data encapsulated in 
the Data packet is ld bytes.

6.1.3  Parameter Evaluation

In the network simulation, 2 parameters are important: (1) signature time, which is 
the time taken to sign a Data packet by a producer and (2) verification time, which 
is the time taken to verify a Data packet by a consumer. An experiment has been 
designed and implemented as follows to evaluate the two parameters by the AHSIM-
B scheme, the HISM-B scheme and the classic NDN scheme, respectively.

In the experiment, the AHISM-B scheme has employed the HESS algorithm [33] 
as a typical identity-based signature algorithm. By the HESS algorithm, both the 
length of PARAM and the length of secret private key are 128 bytes and the Secure 
Hash Algorithm SHA-256 is selected to calculate the message digest. In contrast, 
the HISM-B has used the same algorithms and parameters for the producer’s signa-
ture and has employed the Rivest-Shamir-Adleman (RSA) algorithm and the Mes-
sage-Digest 5 (MD5) algorithm for the domain signature. The classic NDN scheme 
has taken the Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) with the key size 
of 571 bits. The algorithms and their parameters are listed in Table 4.

The HESS is coded using the pairing-based cryptography library while the 
ECDSA and the RSA are coded using the OpenSSL which is a full-strength gen-
eral purpose cryptography library. The HESS algorithm, the RSA algorithm and the 
ECDSA algorithm are implemented over the operating system of Ubuntu 16 with 
the compiler of GCC to sign and verify the multiple Data packets.

Table 3  Configuration 
parameters in the simulation

Parameter t d b o q s c li ld

Value 30 1 1 1000 0.7 0.7 200 27 1024

Table 4  Algorithms in the experiment

Scheme name Hash algorithm Signature algorithm

AHISM-B SHA-256 HESS with PARAM of 128 bytes and secret private key of 128 bytes
HISM-B SHA-256 for 

producer’s 
signature

MD5 for domain 
signature

HESS with PARAM of 128 bytes and secret private key of 128 bytes 
for producer’s signature

RSA with 1024 bytes for domain signature

Classic NDN SHA-256 ECDSA with key size of 571 bits
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The average signature time per Data packet is shown in Fig. 11. On one hand, as 
we expected, the proposed AHISM-B scheme would consume less time than that of 
the HISM-B scheme. The Data packet in the HISM-B would have a larger size than 
that in the AHISM-B scheme because it contains the additional domain signature 
and the PARAM. The larger size of the packet would cause longer time for the signa-
ture. On the other hand, both the AHISM-B scheme and the HISM-B scheme have 
taken longer time for the signature than that of the classic NDN scheme because 
the operation of the bilinear pairing consumes much longer time in the HESS algo-
rithm. However, the signature time is still acceptable by the AHISM-B scheme and 
the HISM-B scheme. The uncompetitive performance brings higher lever security 
where the producer’s identifier is bound to the producer’s public key so that the 
data-oriented authentication can be guaranteed by the AHISM-B.

The average verification time per Data packet is shown in Fig. 12. On the one 
hand, the proposed AHISM-B scheme would consume less time than that of the 
HISM-B scheme. By the HISM-B scheme, the additional domain signature must be 
verified for each received Data so that longer time would be taken for Data packet 

Fig. 11  Average signature time 
per Data packet

Fig. 12  Average verification 
time per Data packet
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verification. On the other hand, both the AHISM-B scheme and the HISM-B scheme 
consume about 3.5 ms per Data packet while the classic NDN scheme would con-
sume about more than 5.5 ms on average. It is obvious that the AHISM-B scheme 
and the HISM-B scheme outperform the classic NDN scheme on the signature 
verification.

In our simulation, the signature time and verification time per Data packet is set 
to the average value in our experiment as shown in Table 5.

6.2  Performance

This section shows the performance of the AHISM-B scheme, the HISM-B scheme 
and the classic NDN scheme based on the simulation experiment. The performance 
will be evaluated in terms of the average response delay and the number of satisfied 
Interest packets. The response delay refers to the time required from the moment 
to transmit an Interest packet by a consumer to the moment to receive a verified 
Data packet as a response. The average response delay refers to the average value of 
response delay at each consumer. The number of satisfied Interest packets refers to 
the number of the Interest packets replied by Data packets at each consumer.

The simulation results at Consumer 2, Consumer 3 and all consumers are shown 
in Figs.  13, 14, 15, Tables  6, 7 and 8. It is obvious that the proposed AHISM-B 
scheme has a better performance than the classic NDN scheme because the 

Table 5  Parameters in the 
simulation

Scheme name Signature time (ms) Verifica-
tion time 
(ms)

AHISM-B 4.492 3.465
HISM-B 4.574 3.522
Classic NDN 3.181 5.805

Fig. 13  Average response delay 
at consumer 2
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Fig. 14  Average response delay 
at consumer 3

Fig. 15  Average response delay 
at all consumers

Table 6  Number of satisfied 
Interest packets at consumer 2

Scheme name Number of satisfied interest packets

r = 10 r = 20 r = 30 r = 40 r = 50 r = 60

AHISM-B 17,866 36,025 53,971 71,781 89,670 107,639
HISM-B 17,867 36,025 53,971 71,781 89,662 107,639
Classic NDN 17,863 36,020 53,961 71,763 89,644 107,613

Table 7  Number of satisfied 
Interest packets at consumer 3

Scheme Name Number of Satisfied Interest Packets

r = 10 r = 20 r = 30 r = 40 r = 50 r = 60

AHISM-B 17,867 35,960 53,958 71,835 89,874 107,859
HISM-B 17,866 35,959 53,958 71,837 89,871 107,864
Classic NDN 17,867 35,957 53,948 71,814 89,844 107,838
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AHISM-B scheme has presented a smaller average response delay and a larger num-
ber of satisfied Interest packets at each consumer.

The average response delay by the AHISM-B scheme is shorter compared to that 
by the HISM-B and the classic NDN scheme at different arrival rates of the Interest 
packet transmission as shown in Figs. 13, 14 and 15.

Firstly, the AHISM-B could reduce the average response delay by about 4% over 
the HISM-B scheme. The reason is obvious that the AHISM-B no longer requires to 
encapsulate the additional domain signature in a Data packet. Therefore, the length 
of the Data packet of the AHISM-B could be smaller than that of the HISM-B 
scheme so that the transmission delay of a Data packet could be shorter. Moreover, 
as shown in Table 5, the time required for the signature and the verification by the 
AHISM-B would be less than that by the HISM-B. As a result, due to the less trans-
mission delay, the less signature time, and the less verification time, the AHISM-B 
scheme could present a lower response delay.

Secondly, the AHISM-B scheme could reduce the average response delay by at 
least 8% over the classic NDN scheme. Moreover, the advantage of the AHISM-B 
could be enhanced with the increase of the average arrival rate of Interest packets. 
When the average arrival rate reaches 60 packet/s, the average response delay by the 
AHISM-B would be less by 11% than that by the classic NDN scheme. The reason is 
clear as follows. Since the population of the Data packets follows the zipf’s law, the 
requests from consumers would mainly be replied by the popular Data packets. In 
the NDN networks, with the help of routers, one popular Data packet would usually 
be used to respond to the requests from multiple consumers. On one hand, the rout-
ers may forward the Data packet to multiple consumers because the Pending Interest 
Tables (PITs) at routers have converged the requests from multiple consumers. On 
the other hand, the routers may cache a Data packet and then reply to the subsequent 
requests from other consumers. When the Data packet is received, all the consumers 
must verify the Data packet independently. Therefore, the number of verifications is 
equal to the number of consumers who have requested the Data packet. As a result, 
a Data packet would be signed once while it would be verified multiple times. For 
the popular Data packets, the number of rounds of the verifications would be much 
more than that of the signatures. Although it takes more time to sign a Data packet, 
the AHISM-B scheme takes less time to verify a Data packet compared to the clas-
sic NDN scheme. Due to the popular Data packets, the advantage of a smaller veri-
fication delay would be enhanced by the AHISM-B scheme compared to the classic 
NDN scheme. As a result, the average response delay by the AHISM-B scheme will 

Table 8  Number of satisfied Interest packets at all consumers

Scheme Name Number of Satisfied Interest Packets

r = 10 r = 20 r = 30 r = 40 r = 50 r = 60

AHISM-B 71,627 143,957 215,818 287,525 359,243 431,272
HISM-B 71,627 143,954 215,816 287,522 359,226 431,287
Classic NDN 71,622 143,944 215,780 287,453 359,145 431,172
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be smaller than that by the classic NDN scheme. With the increase of the arrival rate 
of Interest packets, the popular Data packets would be requested more frequently so 
that the advantage of the AHISM-B could be amplified.

The number of satisfied Interest packets is a little larger by the AHISM-B 
scheme and the HISM scheme compared to that by the classic NDN scheme at 
various average arrival rates of the Interest packet as shown in Tables 6, 7 and 
8. Moreover, with the increase of the average arrival rate of the Interest packet 
at each consumer, the advantage of the AHISM-B scheme will be better shown 
off. In the NDN networks, majority of the Interest packets would be replied by 
the routers rather than by the producers. Therefore, the time consumption of 
signature generation at producers has little impact on the network performance. 
However, all the replied Data packets must be verified by the consumers. The 
lower verification speed would cause queuing of the Data packets at the con-
sumer. The Data packets may be discarded due to too many Data packets in a 
long queue. The more Interest packets arrive at consumers, the greater the pos-
sibility of loss would be. Once Data packets are discarded, the re-transmission 
of the Interest packets would be incurred to request the discarded Data packets. 
The re-transmitted Data packets would deteriorate the queue performance. Thus, 
the proposed AHISM-B scheme and HISM-B are able to hold a larger number of 
satisfied Interest packets at each consumer than that of the classic NDN scheme 
due to their less time taken for Data packet verification.

The simulation experiment has also been performed in the low-bandwidth, 
e.g., less than 0.2 Mbps. The result shows that our AHISM-B has also presented 
a smaller average response delay and a larger number of satisfied Interest pack-
ets for consumers. The reason that the AHISM-B has advantages is the same as 
that presented in the case of the normal bandwidth.

7  Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed the AHISM-B scheme to provide the data-ori-
ented authentication. By the proposal, an ISE and some routers would play the 
roles of the PKGs to provide security service together in a domain. On one hand, 
all the ISEs would form a blockchain network to manage cryptography infor-
mation. Each block in the chain would bind the domain name to its cryptogra-
phy information to respond to the requests from the NDN network. On the other 
hand, producers and consumers would form a secure NDN network where Data 
packets would be protected by the signatures. The results of formal analysis and 
formal verification show that our proposal could provide the secure service of 
the data-oriented authentication. However, our proposal depends on the hierar-
chical naming mechanism due to the use of HIBC algorithm. Since the identifier 
of a producer has been embedded in the data name, privacy preservation may be 
a challenge. Our future work would aim to explore the solution independent of 
the hierarchical naming mechanism.
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Appendix

Security Proof

The extended BAN logic [34] is employed to formally analyze our AHISM-B to show 
its security property. The well-formed predicate constructs are listed as follows. Here 
Ui denotes communicating entity. Both X and Y denote predicate constructs.

Ui| ≡ X : Ui believes X.
Ui| ∼ X : Ui once said X.
Ui ⇒ X : Ui has jurisdiction over X.
Ui ⊲ X : Ui sees X. Typically, Ui sees X if Ui has received a message that contains X.
PK(Ui,KUi

) : Ui has associated a good public key KUi
.

Π(K−1
Ui
) : Ui has a good private key K−1

Ui
.

�(X,K−1
Ui
) : X is signed with Ui’s private key K−1

Ui
.

(t1, t2) : It is a time interval. The start time is t1 and the end time is t2.
(X, (t1, t2)) : X holds in the interval (t1, t2).
The inference rules are composed by assumptions and the ratiocination, expressed 

based on the defined formulae as follows. Assumption portions of the rules are numera-
tors while ratiocination portions of the rules are denominators.

R1 indicates that if Ui believes that Uj has jurisdiction over X and Ui believes that Uj 
believes X, then Ui believes X.

R1.Ui|≡Uj⇒X,Ui|≡Uj|≡X
Ui|≡X

.
R2 and R3 are the aggregation rule and the segregation rule, respectively. Their intu-

itive justification should be obvious.
R2.Ui|≡X, Uj|≡Y

Ui|≡(X,Y)
R3.Ui|≡(X,Y)

Ui|≡X
.

R4 is related to public key crypto systems. To check that a message X was signed by 
Uj, it is sufficient to know Uj’s public key. Therefore, it is paramount that Uj’s public 
key is genuine and Uj must be in possession of Uj’s private key.

R4.
Ui|≡PK(Uj,KUj

),Ui|≡Π(K
−1}

Uj
),Ui⊲𝜎(X,K

−1
Uj
)

Ui|≡Uj|∼X
.

R5 is related to a timestamp. When uttering a duration-stamped message X, Ui com-
mits itself to believe X for the interval specified by the duration-stamp.

R5.Ui|≡Uj|≡(t1,t2),Ui|≡Uj|∼(X,(t1,t2))
Ui|≡Uj|≡X

.

Description

By the AHISM-B scheme, the communication occurs between consumers and pro-
ducers, between consumers and routers, or between consumers and ISEs so that there 
are four roles including consumers, producers, routers and ISEs. Instead of publishing 
packets, routers just cache packets and respond with the cached packets. In order to 
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simplify our analysis, the router role has been ignored. As a result, there are three roles 
in the model of the AHISM-B, including the consumers (C), the producers (P) and the 
ISEs. The communication messages are modelled in Fig. 16.

Message (1) models an Interest packet sent from a consumer to a producer. The 
requested data name in its payload Name is viewed as two parts: the routing identi-
fier of the P and the requested file name (fname) according to Sect. 3.2. Message (2) 
models a Data packet sent from a producer to a consumer. Its payload Name is same as 
that in Message (1). And its payload Content is viewed as the data (data). As a result, 
its payload Signature is considered as the signature that is signed with the P, fname 
and data using the producer’s private key, i.e., σ((P, fname, data), K−1

P
). Message (3) 

and Message (4) model an Interest packet and a Data packet between a consumer and 
an ISE respectively, which is similar to the Message (1) and Message (2). Here, dname 
indicates the domain name in the third field of the data name. param and (t1, t2) indi-
cate the PARAM and its validity period encapsulated in the Content payload.

The assumptions are listed as α1 and α2. α1 means that a consumer believes that ISEs 
have associated their good public keys. And α2 means that a consumer believes that ISEs 
and producers have good private keys. α1 and the first part of α2 are acceptable because 
ISEs have generated ISE’s key pairs, including ISEs’ public keys and ISE’s private keys, 
in the network initiation. The second part of α2 is acceptable because producers’ private 
keys have been delivered to producers via secure channels in the network initiation.

α1: {  C| ≡ PK (ISE, KISE)}
α2: { C| ≡ Π(K−1

ISE
), C| ≡ Π(K−1

P
)}

The Goal is obvious to guarantee the data-oriented authentication. It is described as 
Γ1.

Γ1: { C| ≡ P|∼(P, fname, data)}
Proof is shown as follows:
Since C has received Message (4) that contains the signature, C has seen the signa-

ture σ((ISE, dname, param, (t1, t2)), K−1
ISE

). It would be expressed as M1:
M1.C ⊲ 𝜎((ISE, dname, param, (t1, t2)),K

−1
ISE

).
Using α1, α2 and M1, R4 could be written as follows.

As a result, M2 has been proved.
M2.C| ≡ ISE|∼(ISE, dname, param, (t1, t2)).
Since C and ISE are in the same domain, it is not difficult to maintain the synchro-

nized clock within one domain. Therefore, M3 is considered to be true.
M3.C| ≡ ISE| ≡ (t1, t2).
Using M2 and M3, R5 could be written as follows.

C| ≡ PK(ISE,KISE), C| ≡ Π(K−1
ISE

), C ⊲ 𝜎((ISE, dname, param, (t1, t2)),K
−1
ISE

)

C| ≡ ISE|∼(ISE, dname, param, (t1, t2))

(1) C -> P   : P, fname
(2) P -> C   : P, fname, data, σ((P, fname, data), 1

PK − )
(3) C -> ISE : ISE, dname
(4) ISE -> C  : ISE, dname, param, (t1,t2), σ((ISE, dname, param, (t1, t2)), 1

ISEK −

Fig. 16  Modelled messages
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As a result, M3 has been proved.
M4. C| ≡ ISE| ≡ (ISE, dname, param).
Using M4, R3 could be written as follows:

As a result, M5 has been proved.
M5.C| ≡ ISE| ≡ param.
The PARAM is generated by the local ISE according to the HIBC algorithm 

so that the local ISE has jurisdiction over param. Since all the ISEs have formed 
a blockchain network, the domain name has been bound to the PARAM and its 
validity period. As a result, an ISE would jurisdiction over the PARAM generated 
by another ISE. In a domain, the ISE takes a role of root PKG so that the consum-
ers and producers would believe the secure service information that their ISE pro-
vides. Based on the above, M6 is very reasonable.

M6.C| ≡ ISE ⇒ param.
Using M5 and M6, R1 could be written as follows:

As a result, M7 has been proved.
M7. C| ≡ param.
Since the data name encapsulated in Name payload of the Interest is coming 

from the NDN application at the upper layer, consumer would believe the data 
name. P and fname are the important components of the data name. As a result, 
M8 is reasonable.

M8. C| ≡ (P, fname).
Using M8, R3 could be written as follows:

As a result, M9 has been proved.
M9. C| ≡ P.
Using M7 and M9, R2 is written as follows:

As a result, M10 has been proved.
M10. C| ≡ (P, parma).
Since the producer’s public key PK(P,KP) is composed by P and param, M10 

could be written as M10’.

C| ≡ ISE| ≡ (t1, t2),C| ≡ ISE|∼(ISE, dname, param, (t1, t2))
C| ≡ ISE| ≡ (ISE, dname, param)

C| ≡ ISE| ≡ ((ISE, dname), param)

C| ≡ ISE| ≡ param

C| ≡ ISE ⇒ param, C| ≡ ISE| ≡ param

C| ≡ param

C| ≡ (P, fname)

C| ≡ P

C| ≡ param,C| ≡ P

C| ≡ (P, param)
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M10’. C| ≡ PK(P,KP).
Since it has received Message (2) that contains the signature, the consumer has 

seen the signature σ((P, fname, data), K−1
P

). It would be expressed as M11:
M11. C ⊲ 𝜎((P, fname, data),K−1

p
).

Using α2, M10’ and M11, R4 could be written as follows.

As a result, the overall goal has been proved. Therefore, it is believed that our 
AHISM-B could guarantee the data-oriented authentication.
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